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Hi all. I am a member over at pafoa.org, and a member there referred me to you guys when I posted this:
Quote:
Hello all. As some of you know, one of my favorite things is fishing. I go mainly for rainbow trout (good
eatin'), and have always fished rivers and streams with a spinning reel. I've used a variety of baits, lures
and riggings with decent luck. Most commonly, I use a pair of gang hooks with a worm for bait. I've also
had great luck with inline spinner/fly combos, small spoons, and I love my Panther Martin spinner and my
Mepp's Aglia.
I had always dismissed fly fishing as something that would take far too much time and work to learn,
something for the elite, but have always held a deep respect for it. Every time I see a person working their
line just right to land a fly, I think to myself, 'there is a better fisherman than me.' I love watching it. The
graceful loop of the line, the art of simulating nature as closely as possible to fool even the wariest, oldest
trout into striking...
Well, I've decided I want to stop being lazy and learn. However, at the moment, I simply cannot afford to
buy an entire set of supplies. Hell, I can hardly afford the gas to go fishing at all. Plus, what if I buy all this
crap only find out that fly fishing isn't really my thing?
I was hoping perhaps someone in my area would be willing to show me the ropes. Go out fishing, teach me
the basics. Hopefully you have an old spare rod and reel you could loan me for it. Unfortunately, I cannot
really offer much in return except the promise that I'll pass the knowledge on to others when I can.
So, anyone willing to tutor? I tend to be a pretty quick learner, and it's always nice to spend time with
people of similar interests... So whadya say? I'm in Mount Pocono and can travel a reasonable distance
(maybe 30 miles).

Anyone can read a wealth of info online, but it's much easier to learn when you have someone there with
experience.
So what say you? I've always had a passion for fishing, and I really want to get into fly fishing because I've
always envied those that do it. I'm willing to listen & learn all I can... and most people say my company isn't
bad. :D

